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Malcolm Kelsall, The Great Good Place The Country
House and English Literature. New York: Columbia
University Press, 1993. Pp. xiv + 210; 36 plates.
Reviewed by Simon Varey
University of California at Los Angeles
^ Oldenburg's The Great Good Place (1989) celebrates cafes, pubs,
markets, and other spaces that are open, democratically, to most
comers. Malcolm Kelsall's appropriation of Henry James's phrase
could hardly be more different, but it is nearer the mark, because James,
with his usual puree of aestheticism, nostalgia and anglophilia, allowed the
"great good place" to mean, more or less, the English country house and the
kind of enclosed life that was permitted to flourish in and around it.
Oldenburg does not quote James. Neither does the Oxford Dictionary of
Quotations, and Cambridge (when James said Oxford he meant Cambridge),
Kelsall reminds us, is "a feudal university," an institution that belongs to a
litany of the ancient sources of power and ritual (monarchy. House of Lords,
public schools, Oxford, and the landed aristocracy being the others) that still
have disproportionate control over England and English myths, like the
myth of the great good place, the English country house.
Among Kelsall's sources are the guidebooks that visitors pick up when
they disarmingly choose "to file in a ritual line through state rooms" on a
Sunday afternoon, an activity that is "not an obvious amusement" (4). The
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guidebooks, invariably written from the point of view of the collective
owners of the estates, incorporate many hallmarks of the country house
myth in literature. The myth is conservative, and English literature
preserves the myth to maintain the conservatism. In the 1930s that weird
Oxonian, E. H. W. Meyerstein, used to signal his initial interest in a parish
church by crying "That's old!" Old was good once, or as Kelsall says, "this
is the story of something always archaic, indeed valued for that very reason"
(91). Not any more, it isn't. Curiously, Kelsall omits the guidebooks from
his selected bibliography. Because they are not literature.'
The literature that Kelsall discusses includes most of the usual suspects,
from the poems by Jonson, Marvell, and Pope that describe real or nearly
real places to the novels that fictionalize them. Kelsall canters lightly over
the familiar and the relatively obscure, the "serious" and the popular,
bringing into one brief discourse most of the canonical English writers who
have made a country house the centerpiece of a poem or an important
presence in a novel. Thus the nineteenth-century preservers of the earlier
mythmakers are Austen, Scott, Disraeli, Morris, James, and there is a
diminutive epilogue on Rebecca, with a nod to the cultural power of movies
over the written word. It is not often you see Pope and Trollope on the
same page, or Marvell and Disraeli in the same book. Pope gets more
attention than anyone else, but that is not to say he dominates the book in
any way: no one does. No chapter is longer than fifteen pages. Until Kelsall
gets to Sybil, which he quotes at slightly greater length than most of his
other texts, his concise, almost laconic commentaries convey an implicit
sense that his own familiarity with the texts is shared by his readers.
Whatever you say for his readers, it is reassuring to think that somebody
who discusses Sir Charles Grandison in print has actually read it, and can
therefore recognize that Richardson's excessive description reveals
"something...of the assiduity of the examinee eager to put in everything he
has been taught" (95). This is representative of Kelsall's tone, but it
sometimes betrays a tantalizingly unrigorous array of apergus, as if he cannot
be bothered to go over some territory because it is familiar to him. From
the most familiar literary source of all, "To Penshurst," springs the myth of
benevolence, of nature willingly giving up its bountiful gifts, of harmony and
harmonious relations among owner, guest, employee, nature, and house, all
somehow basic "goodness" and linked with the past. It is a nostalgic exercise
that perpetuates itself long after the myth has been exploded. Even the
owners of the houses tried to perpetuate the literary myth. Bute's Cardiff
Castle is the perfect example of a Victorian country house, a styleless cascade
of styles, every surface crammed with "the products of manufacturing
capacity and wealth" (152). Kelmscott is every bit as apposite as Pope's
country house that really was not a country house but a pseudoclassical
suburban box given the trappings of a literary tradition (59). Other real
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places—Stanway, Osterley, Kedleston, Stowe—seldom figure in the literature
but they provide the genuine article, the counterpoint to the fictionalized
places of literature, the taste that made the literary treatment of country
houses happen. They are nicely illustrated here, too.
But the emphasis is on the country house myth in literature, "for
literature has been pre-eminently the carrier of values" (7). Kelsall is well
aware that the owners did not write it; rather, "they speak the language of
politics and electioneering, of rents and accounts, farming and industry,
building and furnishing" (182). Instead, the literature is written by outsiders,
Jonson the dinner guest, Marvell the tutor, and so on. And Kelsall notes
that "the aspiration upwards is obvious" (182), yet in preserving a
conservative myth, literature eventually took the very conventions and
fictions that made the country house ideal worthy of anybody's aspiration
and turned them into objects of satire and signs of moral decay and political
decline. By Disraeli's time, "an ancient name is a sign not of fame but of
infamy" (126). The decline of the country house has been subsequently
recorded so often that Kelsall can reel off half a dozen novels in a single
paragraph that apparently chart the demise of "the world we have lost" but
not lamented (159). If anybody seems to lament anything about that lost
world, it seems to be Kelsall, who notes the passing of the day when Latin
quotations did not have to be translated. It is, he says, "the nature of
paradise always to be lost" (92).

Christine Gerrard, The Patriot Opposition to Walpole:
Politicsy Poetry, and National Myth, 1725-1742. Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1994. Pp. xiv + 273.
Reviewed by Tom McGeary
Independent Scholar
The Patriot Opposition to Walpole is a study of the Patriot verse written
between 1725 and 1742 in opposition to Sir Robert Walpole's ministry. The
forerunner to this study is Bertrand Goldgar's Walpole and the Wits; The
Relation of Politics to Literature, 1722-1742. Gerrard provides an extensive
examination of one genre of oppositional verse identified by Goldgar, Patriot
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verse. Gerrard generally adopts many of the major elements of Goldgar's
framework, retracing and amplifying many of his points. Her principal aim,
though, is to redress Goldgar's emphasis on wit and satire and to correct the
faulty impression that the tradition of Swift and Pope characterizes the forms
and social outlooks of opposition poetry. The topical satire of Swift and
Pope has certainly held up better over the years and has justifiably attracted
the attention of scholars more so than the hortatory verse dramas, odes to
liberty, and evocations of the Patriot King by the Patriots. The reputation
of these poets, Gerrard notes, has suffered on account of their patriotism,
political engagement, and acceptance of patronage, whereas Pope has come
to symbolize the independent poet of political opposition. But as Gerrard
ably demonstrates, patriotic and nationalist themes were quite central to
political discourse of the time.
Gerrard argues that more than mere opportunism and popular jingoism.
Patriot verse was "a sensitive response to some of the deeper intellectual and
artistic movements of the period seeking a reassertion of British identity in
the artistic as well as the commercial sphere" and "an active engagement with
the British past, with its glories and its historical myths" (viii). From her
exploration of the interplay between politics and cultural and literary taste,
Gerrard suggests that Patriot verse "played a vital role in shaping the way in
which poets...from the 1740s onwards conceived of themselves as uniquely
British" (3) and "provided an enduring legacy for a subsequent generation of
poets such as Thomas Gray and William Collins" (18). In all, Gerrard goes
far beyond Goldgar in making considerable claims for the importance of
Patriot verse in political, literary, and cultural history. It is not her brief,
however, to reassess its literary or rhetorical merit nor to consider its likely
political effectiveness.
In Part I, "Politicians, Poets, and the Prince," Gerrard marshalls a wide
range of literary sources, periodicals, historical and political tracts, and the
growing body of current historical work on the period to present the
political, cultural, and ideological context and background to Patriot verse.
The opponents of Walpole have often been melded into a homogenous party
along the lines of Bolingbroke's Country ideology or united by a politics of
nostalgia. Gerrard uses recent historical scholarship to show the diverse and
often irreconcilable groups that formed the parliamentary opposition to
Walpole, sketches their political programs, and charts the rise of the
opposition to Walpole's ministry.
At the core of the Patriot opposition was a sense of cultural patriotism;
a worry about the decline of British arts and an effort to assert British
culture (rooted in British genius and liberty). Gerrard surveys various
schemes and programs for reforming, reviving, and encouraging the arts and
sciences. The Patriots looked to Frederick, Prince of Wales as the patron
under whom the arts would flourish upon his accession. Gerrard does much
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needed work in rehabilitating Frederick's reputation by showing his genuine
achievements as patron and connoisseur to justify poets' looking to him as
potential Maecenas for patriotic artistic renewal.
Part 2, "Mythologizing History," is the core of the study. For Gerrard,
"the most salient quality of Patriot verse" is its "romanticization of the
British past...[which] is always coupled with an optimistic.sense of national
future-a vision of future greatness which derives from a broadly affirmative
vision of Hanoverian dynastic continuity" (74). In these chapters on the
interrelated myths that dominate political writing of the Walpole era,
Gerrard is at her best as she synthesizes wide ranging sources that highlight
important literary topics of the period and examines the mythmaking of the
Patriot poets.
The first of these chapters surveys the political debate over Saxon liberty.
Patriots invoked the ideal of Gothic or Saxon liberty and a return to original
principles of government. "Patriot poet's valorization of the northern and
the Gothic," she suggests, led to a "revival and validation of British cultural
as well as constitutional origins" (146). On the other hand, court and
ministerial poets exploited the Saxon associations with the House of
Hanover, and Dryden's King Arthur was adapted to Hanoverian use.
Gerrard traces the evolution of Gothic from a term of censure to one of
praise and admiration for Gothic ruggedness and integrity. In looking to the
Gothic past the Patriots revived the Druids and Bards for political purposes.
In the realm of architecture, the Gothic Temple of Liberty became an
opposition symbol, and Gerrard offers an important correction about what
was admired and valorized in the Gothic. She argues that Patriots admired
the solidity, stability, simplicity, and symmetry of the Gothic; intricacy and
ornateness were instead equated with Walpolian luxury and corruption.
The second chapter shows how the Patriots created a mythology of the
golden age of Elizabeth, defender of Protestant liberties, whose triumphs
over Spain inspired the opposition's demands for war with Spain.
Elizabethan naval victories created a cult for Sir Walter Raleigh. Spenser, the
staunch Protestant panegyrist of Elizabeth and critic of corruption, also
enjoyed a revival, especially with the topoi of Merlin's Cave and the evil
wizard Archimago (Walpole, of course). Nonetheless, Elizabeth and
Spenserian imagery could also be deployed by the court. Gerrard's survey
corrects the commonplace that the Elizabethan revival is a post-Walpole
phenomenon.
The third myth is the figure of the Patriot King. Based on ideas in
Bolingbroke's well-known tract The Idea of the Patriot King, Patriots
celebrated Frederick as a Patriot King whose reign, marked by unity and
concern for common good, would redeem Britain. In Patriot verse, Gerrard
finds parallels with forms of royalist Stuart or Jacobite rhetoric, especially
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the revival of the theme of the royal stag-chase in Windsor and the image of
a redemptive king.
It must be emphasized that Gerrard defines the genre of Patriot verse
much more narrowly than Goldgar seemed to. He identified as "Patriot"
those writers in the late 1730s patronized by Prince Frederick and inspired
by the later writings of Bolingbroke. He contrasted them to the Scriblerians
of the 1720s and wrote of a dominant mood passing from "satiric wit" to
"patriotic exhortation" (217). Since Goldgar recognized a group of "Patriot
satirists" (174), his terms seem not to have been intended or used as exclusive
categories. In Patriot poetry, Goldgar highlighted the themes of glorification
of liberty, sentimental chauvinism. Whig panegyric, and glorification of the
(especially Elizabethan) past (137). The Patriots' most notable theme in the
late 1730s was agitation for war with Spain.
Gerrard likewise focuses on the group of dissident Whigs in the orbit of
Frederick and his secretary George Lyttelton; her .study becomes, as she
states, "primarily a study of certain Patriot Whigs" (22). Her canonic poets
include James Thomson, Gilbert, West, Richard Glover, George Lillo,
Richard Powney, and William Somervile. From the writings of those
"certain Patriot Whigs," she further narrows her focus onto the works that
bear what she sees as Patriot verse's distinctive literary hallmark: "its
imaginative engagement with British myth and legend" (99). Her Patriot
verse is thus affirmative in tone and nonsatiric.
The limits Gerrard places on Patriot verse are, I believe, a severe
limitation to the effectiveness of her study. The privilege of defining the
corpus of study should of course generally be accorded the author. But in
this case, my reservations are more than a pedantic quibble about definition,
for Gerrard's limitations on Patriot verse restrict her study to a very small
and mostly undistinguished body of verse. Most importantly, the usefulness
of the book is compromised because it ultimately gives readers unfamiliar
with the topic a very misleading, narrow impression of the range and vitality
of the verse of poets wfio were commited to the opposition cause,
patriotism, and Frederick.
At times Gerrard's corpus of Patriot verse is so small it renders her
arguments ineffective because her generalizations are overstated and rest on
a single example. Her claim, for example, that satire of the Grand Tour
was a favorite target of the Patriots (177) rests only on the case of West's A
Canto of the Fairy Queen.
In many ways, the most consequential of Gerrard's decisions arises from
her sharply dissociating Patriot verse from' satire. For Gerrard, an essential
feature of Patriot verse is that it is not satiric. She tells us her investigation
was prompted by curiosity about why some (like Pope) wrote satire, and
others wrote patriot verse (vii); mentions the Patriots' "conscious decision to
avoid satire" (74); describes how the "satiric impulse which, in general terms.
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distinguishes his [Pope's] verse from theirs [the Patriots'] symptomizes a
more profound difference" between them (99); asks how to account for the
divergence of the witty satire of the Tory wits and the tragedies and
panegyrics produced by the Patriots (69); and cites Paul Whitehead, author
of Manners (1739), as the exceptional supporter of Prince Frederick who
wrote satire (75).
It seems to be the case, that the core Whig Patriot writers Gerrard studies
did not write much satire and tried to dissuade Pope from writing it. But
construing the whole genre of Patriot verse so narrowly overlooks how
potent a weapon satire was in the opposition's literary arsenal and the large
amount of anti-Walpole satire that vigorously embodies patriotic sentiment
and is favorable toward Frederick.
Having taken on the project of rehabilitating Patriot verse, Gerrard's
exposition and argument ultimately are often unconvincing and inconclusive,
primarily from lack of a consistent focus on a clear, well-defined corpus of
study. Even accepting the genre as Gerrard has defined it, the nature of
Patriot verse remains diffuse, muddled, and inconsistent. Although the poets
and their principal themes are seemingly clearly identified, many of the
works she adduces are unconvincing examples of, or conflict with her
definition, and many topics discussed seem extraneous to the subject at hand.
Most perplexing is the final chapter on Samuel Johnson. Whatever the
Doctor's politics and religion may have been in 1738-39, Johnson was not
in the Patriot Whig circle, and London and Marmor Norfolciense do not
belong in Gerrard's category of Patriot verse. Most obviously, London is
Juvenalian satire. Its passing evocation of England's past and its lengthier
condemnations of London's corruptions are what any satirist in 1738 would
produce as contemporary parallels to Juvenal's Rome and as reasons for
Thales' departure. Moreover, the deeply pessimistic London is devoid of
optimisitc nationalism, affirmative Hanoverianism, or hope for redemption
through virtue and a Patriot King that should mark Patriot verse. And
while the poem does trot out all the usual opposition charges, London
ultimately follows its Juvenalian model and puts the blame on foreign
influence, not Walpole. Closing the book by citing Johnson's later
statements questioning the sincerity of the Patriots seems to require
throughout the book a debate with the ghost of Johnson about Gerrard's
claim for the positive motives behind Patriot verse.
And generally extraneous to her argument is a chapter on Pope. Despite
his literary involvement with Lyttelton, Frederick, and other opposition
poets. Pope's satires of the 1730s, while viciously anti-Hanoverian, are not
Patriot verse; nor, as Gerrard convincingly demonstrates, would his projected
Brutus have fit the bill as a Patriot epic.
An instance of the ambiguity and seeingly arbitrary delimitation of
Patriot verse arises from Gerrard's repeated claim that British mythology was
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central to the Patriot cause. Gerrard discusses several patriot plays that use
Gothic themes, Henry Brooke's Gustavus Vasa (1738) and William Paterson's
Arminius (1740). However, Gerrard mentions in passing a number of
additional plays by Patriot writers that clearly have political relevance and
explicitly labels them as Patriot: Samuel Madden's Themistocles (1729),
Benjamin Martyn's Timoleon (1731), James Thomson's Agamemnon (1738),
and David Mallet's Mustapha (1739). A glance at their subjects (and recalling
the importance of classical republicanism and civic virtue to Patriot ideology)
suggests the concept of Patriot verse must be expanded to give greater
prominence to non-British mythology.
Other examples further diffuse the concept of Patriot verse. In discussion
of the Patriot King topos, Gerrard includes Richard Powney's The Stag Chase
in Windsor Forest (1739), which she describes as "the most overtly 'Jacobite'
poem" of the period, "veering close to the treasonable" (221-23). This strain
of Tory-Stuart royalist mythology, which she also finds in William
Somervile's The Chace (1735) and Gilbert West's The Order of the Garter
(1742), though now focused on Frederick, seems to rest uneasily within the
concept of Patriot verse—for such sentiments surely are inconsistent with
Whig support of the Protestant Succession and the House of Hanover, which
elsewhere are said to be central to the Patriot cause, and tend to question
Frederick's right to the throne; and presumably the Patriot King is not
looking back to certain royalist Stuarts for models of kingship.
The chapters on Saxon and Gothic mythology, Elizabethanism, and the
Patriot King are valuable syntheses of important topoi in literature and
politics of the period. However, Gerrard's thoroughness in showing how
widespread these topoi were (even being used by ministerial and court
writers) somewhat works against her: that these themes were not exclusive
Patriot property tends to mark them out as more of the literary and cultural
currency of the time and to weaken them as defining traits of Patriot poetry,
unless other features are present. In whatever manner Patriot verse is
defined, equally essential is its political function. Now, the intent and
function of opposition prose and verse of the Walpole period (from ode or
ballad opera to satire and the essays in the Craftsman and Common Sense)
were usually unmistakable to contemporaries (especially to ministerial
writers and magistrates) and are even today quite apparent. But searching for
hidden political allusion or application in literature that on the surface seems
apolitical is fraught with risk.
Gerrard's political readings of several of her most important candidates
for Patriot verse are often strained and unconvincing—primarily due to
building interpretations on fortuitously chosen and scattered details at the
expense of the sense of the whole text. Despite the political applications or
allusions offered, the opposition function of several texts she offers is often
not convincing. For example, Gerrard reads William Somervile's The Chace
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(1735) as "a highly political work" written "in a distinctly opposition Whig
framework" (217). But the overall poem, written by a Whig-Hanoverian
friend of one of the Queen's ladies in waiting, is hardly oppositional. Even
though the prince is addressed and the poet envisions hunters rallying to
defend him some day in the future, nothing here suggests Frederick is
invoked in the role of the Patriot King. The poem is just as inclined to
celebrate the royal family: there are mentions of an approving and inspiring
George 11 and the princesses Anna and Amelia. Moroever, the poem was
written well before the summer of 1737 when Frederick was expelled from
St. James's and went into open opposition to his father; thus, an invocation
to a future monarch can readily be subsumed into Whig Hanoverian
panegyric and is not necessarily oppositional. Overall, The Chace lacks the
overtly hostile or political content—such as attacks on Walpole or polemics
against corruption, faction, or luxury—that would make this georgic pastoral
on hunting an oppositional Patriot poem.
The political reading of Gilbert West's A Canto of the Fairy Queen (1739)
is likewise unconvincing. Gerrard selects several details from the narrative
and finds applications to George II, Queen Caroline (who, inconveniently for
her argument, had died two years earlier), or Walpole. Upon these details
she interprets the poem as a "satire on the Grand Tour [that] turns into a
satire on Walpolian Britain" (178). But since the passing contemporary
parallels are not elaborated and carried out through the poem, the reading
remains unconvincing. Overall, Gerrard has mistaken the tone of the poem.
To read the Canto as a political satire is too much at odds with the overall
poem, which is an allegorical progress of the knight who refuses to be
enchanted by castles and ruined cities that are enslaved by corruption, pride,
and asiatic luxury—a theme few would likely repudiate. Surprizingly for a
Patrtiot tract, the Canto is silent about the most burning issue of the day:
the impending war with Spain. That Gerrard acknowledges "later critics did
not detect West's original satiric design (179) surely weighs against her
reading.
Patriot verse may be easier to recognize than to define. But I would
suggest for starters that a more effective approach for defining and exploring
the genre would have been to survey without preconceptions opposition
verse and drama written between the mid-1730s and 1742 that used patriotic
and nationalist themes in the course of discrediting the Walpole ministry (by
highlighting corruption, luxury, faction, false taste in the arts, and a weak
foreign policy) and appealling to national redemption through a virtuous and
united nation or Patriot King. ,
Such a broader approach would admit much relevant material—most
importantly satire—that would make a more convincing and effective case for
the centrality and importance of many of the themes Gerrard does identify,
and give the reader a fuller idea of the range of opposition poetry that
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invokes Patriot themes. Trawling the advertised verse and drama in the
Craftsman and Common Sense quickly yields a trove of candidates for Patriot
verse. For example, An Excursory View of the Present State of Men and
Things. A Satire (1739) has all the essential Patriot topoi: praise of Opposition
peers, the claim that the Patriots would stem corruption, praise of the
independent citizen who eschews bribes and pensions, praise of Elizabeth
who protected trade and liberty, and a paean to Frederick as friend of liberty
and patron of arts and sciences. Surprising, in these days of canon busting,
cultural studies, and her own acknowlegment of the scholarship of Kathleen
Wilson, Linda Colley, and Nicholas Rogers, who have explored the impact
of the popular press on parliamentary politics, is Gerrard's almost exclusive
focus on high-literary Patriot literature. Although she does use some
popular prints, little attention is given to the wealth of ballad operas,
magazine verse, broadsides, and patriotic songs. Such material (although she
does allude to it) would again amplify and support many of Gerrards
arguments. For example, in Edward Phillips' ballad opera Britons, Strike
Home, produced in December 1739 amidst the first flush of British euphoria
of the War of Jenkins' Ear, the first song is set to and quotes from "To
Arms, Britons Strike Home," a popular song that furnished a war cry of
those agitating for war against Spain. With the refrain "Britons strike home,
revenge your Country's Wrongs; / Fight and record your selves in Druid
Songs," this song and its ties to Purcell's Bonduca (1695), from which it is
drawn, provides links for Gerrard's argument for the Patriots' use of Druids
and Dmidism in the search for national myth and usable past.
The Patriot Opposition to Walpole is an extensive and detailed study of a
facet of oppositional poetry that supplements Bertrand Goldgar's classic
Walpole and the Wits. Gerrard has mined a rich lode of primary sources and
recent scholarship to delineate many important themes of the political
literature of the 1730s and 1740s; but this material has not been refined down
to a clear, rigorous, convincing argument about Patriot poetry. The genre
is poorly defined, many generalizations are appropriate only to her selective
canon of nonsatiric Patriot verse, and the discussion presents to.the unaware
reader an unrepresentative account of the full range of verse that embodies
the Patriot opposition to Walpole.

Jill Campbell, Natural Masques Gender and Identity in
Fielding's Plays and Novels.
Stanford: Stanford
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University Press, 1995. Pp. xiv + 324. $45.00 (cloth);
$16.95 (paper).
Barbara M. Benedict, Framing Feeling Sentiment and
Style in English Prose Fiction, 1745-1800. New York:
AMS, 1994. Pp. X + 261. $45.00.
Reviewed by Alexander Pettit
University of North Texas
Recent studies by Jill Campbell and Barbara Benedict consider gender in
eighteenth-century literature as the impetus for generic and ideological
change within a career or period. Campbell's is the less satisfactory of the
two, largely because of the author's eagerness to deduce Big Cultural
Meanings from textual details that less focussed readers might be forgiven for
regarding as trivial.
Campbell believes that Fielding "consistently treats problems of male
identity and of female identity together, as necessarily interlocking parts of
a single economy or system" (7). The annoying neo-Marxist jargon aside,
this much seems arguable or perhaps evident, and it's a relief to find
someone acknowledging that eighteenth-century sentimentalists weren't alone
in proposing expansive definitions of masculinity. Less promising, however,
is the further assertion that "in treat[ing] the definition of one gendered
identity as inextricably bound up with the definition of the other," Fielding
"calls attention to the way that changes in the largely public forums of male
identity—the institutions of government, the economy, high literature—shape
and are shaped by changes in the conventionally female realms of home,
virtue, and feeling" (7-8). New Historicism and cultural studies have inured
us to such gestures at amplitude, which can claim some rudimentary
authority from the fact that in the eighteenth century, at least, writers rarely
pretended not to write about "culture," or, for the sake of argument, "largely
public forums of male identity." But this does not mean that Fielding, as
Campbell would have it, offers "obsessive treatment[s] of questions of
gender" (8), endlessly cross-referenced to banking, medicine, Whiggery,
Jacobitism, and so on. Indeed, Campbell errs in stressing intentionalism,
persona non grata under the post-structuralist regime but, like "history," the
object of the earnest solicitations of the cultural studies crowd.
Three chapters on Joseph Andrews illustrate the book's rhetorical and
methodological shortcomings, specifically Campbell's tendency to conven
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safe premises into meretricious conclusions. Correctly noting Joseph's
mixture of masculine and feminine characteristics (a melding of obvious
comic significance, given Joseph's family connections), Campbell suggests
that the effeminate Beau Didapper's mimicry of Joseph implies a sympathy
between Didapper and, coyly, "something more complicated in Joseph's
character" (74). The sweetness of Joseph's singing voice allies him to castrati
("so popular in the London opera at this time," notes Campbell [75]). His
"wanton" hair constitutes a "quiet echo" of Milton's Eve (82) and thus
emphasizes the uncertainty of his gender. His wounded leg, rubbed by his
hostess in book 2 and recommended for amputation by her husband, "hint[s]
at a metonymic association...with his genitals" and so "distantly evoke[s]" the
castrati (84). Later, Joseph becomes a "hermaphrodite," linked to his mother
by the image on his body of the strawberry that his mother craved during
pregnancy. Does Wilson's reference to his wife's fructophilia "quietly offer
a folk-etiology for Qoseph's] compromised gender," Campbell asks (124)?
Whether or not it does, Campbell's rhetoric of "hinting," "quietness," and
"distance" implies a measure of uncertainty about Fielding's role in the
creation of a Joseph alternately "complicated" (does she mean gay?),
castrated, hermaphroditic, and, although Campbell doesn't make much of it,
in love with Fanny (not Frances) Goodwill.
Campbell's fondness for extrapolation obscures the acuity of some of her
readings.
On the subject of Miltonic resonance, for example, she
demonstrates a fine ear for allusion. But her conversion of such data is
another matter. Probably we stand to learn more from the hint of Eve if we
find in it evidence of threatened innocence rather than ambisexuality, as we
might do better to regard Joseph's dulcet voice as attributable to his
youthfulness and to acknowledge that his wounded leg has little business
"signifying as [sic] a figurative castration" (84) in a novel motivated by phallic
desire. Campbell's habit of taking the balls and running with them
promotes a showy sort of athleticism at the expense of substantive argument,
to which, frustratingly, her own data seem to tend.
Chapters on Tom Jones and The Jacobite's Journal also strain toward
allegory and are marred by methodological gaffes like Campbell's (occultly
Whiggish) claim that Whig anti-Jacobite polemics "at times seem to express a
genuine intuition that Whig ideology was developing ways of containing
women within a very powerful system of male-female roles" (146; my
emphasis). Whigs being new-money folks and Fielding being a Whig, Tom's
retrieval of Sophia's money stands as evidence that—note again Campbell's
tendency to qualify her argument—"in a sense, Tom's pursuit of Sophia
is...intertwined, narratively, with a mission that Fielding and other Whig
writers argued was as essential to England's defeat of the [1745 Jacobite]
rebellion as armed resistance—that is, the protection of the value of
England's public credit" (179). Moving from "history" to genre, Campbell
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argues that Thwackum, like the Roasting Squire in Joseph Andrews, illustrates
Fielding's anxiety about satire: the tutor's flogging stick emblematizes the
conventional "rod" of satire that Fielding himself had brandished in his
earlier work. But in the absence of a discussion of the satirical Jonathan
Wild, the point relies more upon imagistic coincidence than upon the actual
contours of Fielding's career.
Amelia, Fielding's most self-conscious examination of gender, brings out
the best in Campbell. She successfully argues that in his last novel Fielding
is unwilling bluntly to dismiss the "petticoat government" that he had
ridiculed in his early satires and his plays. (Campbell takes up the plays in
an earlier chapter that will be familiar to readers of Felicity Nussbaum and
Laura Brown's 1987 collection, The New Eighteenth Century) Dr. Harrison's
authority suffers in Campbell's reading; but this strikes me as wholesome,
given Harrison's infrequently noted moral and behavioral ambiguity. In an
epilogue, Campbell portrays Fielding as a recidivist who, after Amelia, lapses
back to the "now worthless legacy of masculine style" (248) in his
representation in The Journal of a Voyage to Lisbon of the witch-like Mrs.
Francis, who, metonymically, as Campbell might say, becomes "woman,"
ridiculous and terrifying to her creator but evidently representing a fund of
inchoate stylistic "worth" to Campbell.
In Benedict's study. Fielding and Eliza Haywood provide a point of
departure for an argument about ways in which sentimental fictions
circumscribe—"frame"—the expression of emotional response even as they
present characters or personae largely and sometimes sympathetically defined
by their emotional responsiveness. Profusely sentient characters, to
Haywood in need of guidance and to Fielding in need of constraint, become
increasingly problematic as the century grapples with revolutionary
ideologies often "gendered" female and typically manifest in passionate
characters whose expression of "feeling" threatens more palpable structures
of authority. Madame Defarge is a postscript to the type, it occurs to me.
A section on Haywood's Female Spectator argues that Haywood's eidolon,
unlike Addison and Steele's, encourages her (female) readers to avoid the
disapprobatory "moral gaze" that she uses to detect the subjects of her
stories. Further, the eidolon's habit of gazing attests to her own unpraiseworthy alienation from a culture that rightly, Haywood believes, censures
women who see or are seen in ways that advertise "sentimental indulgence
or lack of self-control" (26-7). Identifying in Haywood a complexity that
less sensitive critics have failed to detect and a conservatism that they have
declined to acknowledge, Benedict demonstrates that "albeit urging the
morality of reflection, the Female Spectator nevertheless derives her very
authority to watch, her spectatorship, from errors that her readers are
enjoined to avoid" (29). Haywood's mouthpiece is an affable vulgar
ian—hardly the role she has assumed in current scholarly polemics.
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Women who court spectatorship do poorly in Amelia as well, as we see
from the loquacious and emotionally unguarded Miss Mathews and Mrs.
Bennet. Less generous to Amelia (and more so to Dr. Harrison) than
Campbell is, Benedict regards Booth's wife as a "sentimental example" whose
exemplary force derives from her reluctance to speak and act (39). Amelia
is ultimately controlled by "the Olympian perspective" of Fielding's narrator
(32)—the voice of "judgment" (31) that Booth heeds when he accepts
Harrison as his "moral guide" (44) and allows Amelia to dwindle into the
subservient sort of wifehood promoted by Fielding. Benedict presents
fluctuations in the relationship of Booth, Amelia, and Harrison as evidence
not only of Booth's "progress" but also of the narrative's need conditionally
to approve feminized sentiment but uniformly to contain it.
Subsequent chapters test Benedict's thesis against authors from Goldsmith
through Austen, with particular attention to Henry Brooke, Laurence Sterne,
Frances Brooke, Henry Mackenzie, Ann Radcliffe, and the contributors to
the literary "miscellanies" of the later century. The balance of more and less
well-known works is commendable, although Benedict loses momentum
when she pauses, however graciously, to summarize often tortuous entries
from fugitive works. The juxtapositions can be exciting, however, as when
Benedict treats The Vicar of Wakefield alongside of Henry Brooke's The Fool
of Quality and demonstrates that both authors employ a familiarly
sentimentalized nostalgia that (like much satire) relies on their readers'
possession of sophisticated aesthetic standards. With characteristic sensitivity
to the interplay of form and meaning, Benedict argues that both novels
"advocate the channeling of feeling to conventionally moral ends that'
identify individual virtue with social benefit, but both show that this
chaimeling requires distance and relies on art for success" (68). As in Amelia,
the narrators "frame" the sentimental effusions of their characters; here,
however, their motivation is not mistrust of sentimentalism but desire for
its reformation. The narrators, not Primrose or Brooke's Harry, bring
"virtue" and "feeling" into synch and so suggest that although "feeling" can
inspire the Christian benevolence endorsed by both authors, literature
meaningfully models this process oiJy when it insists equally upon narrative
art and readerly preparedness (68). The vicar isn't usefully didactic, but The
Vicar is.
The "dialectical tension between sensation and control" (69) that Benedict
finds in Goldsmith and Brooke also animates her work on Sterne, whose
Tristram Shandy and Sentimental Journey, she ai^es, employ sentimental
rhetoric in order to satirize the culture of sensation that sentimentalism (and
sentimental characters like Yorick) often endorses. As she habitually does,
Benedict here sees sentimental fiction as a lopsided contest between errant
characters and controlling narrators. She usefully complicates the schema in
her discussion of two epistolary novels by Frances Brooke—The History of
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Lady Julia Mandeville and The History of Emily Montague—in which the
reader must deduce moral order, or "control," from the conflict between the
"sensibility" of the female epistolarists and the "ironic distance" enjoined by
authoritative male voices (116). In a manner that again anticipates
"Didiens—David Chpperjield this time—successful characters discipline their
hearts rather than ignoring them or giving them free reign.
Benedict finds Mackenzie parading the platitudes of sentimental fiction
in order to suggest their inadequacy as guarantors of personal and thus civic
"virtue" (117). The Man of Feeling proves a fine testing-ground: Benedict
convincingly presents the hyper-aesthete Harley as an amalgam of the faults
of the novel's two narrators, decent but unbalanced, capable of good works
but not systematically so. A discussion of Mackenzie's periodicals The
Mirror and The Lounger suggests the constancy of Mackenzie's suspicions
regarding sentimentalism and prepares the reader for the longish treatment
of miscellanies that, although useful for its discussion of "framing" meaning
in works severed from their original sources of publication, is frustrating for
declining to consider textualists like Jerome McGann and George Bornstein,
who share Benedict's interest in intra-textual sequencing and non-linguistic
aspects of bibliography like illustrations and typography.
But the book finishes strong. The argument for Radcliffe's post-French
Revolution amplification of the period's anxiety about "feeling" makes the
Gothic practically a reactionary form, characterized by representations of
"violence, remorse, and madness" as "social dangers...[in] counterpoint [to]
the soft feelings of melancholy borrowed from sentimental novels" (172).
With the Gothic in ascendency among scholars of the "long eighteenth
century," Benedict's argument for the form's ideological retrogressiveness is
sure to occasion debate. Less provocative but no less substantial is the
splendid linguistic analysis of Sense and Sensibility that concludes the book.
Working from but finally past the familiar dichotomy of Elinor/sense and
Marianne/sensibility, Benedict argues that the novel's "tensions...do not lie
between the heroines," but rather "between both heroines, muffled voices of
experience, and the narrative, authorized to speak by virtue of detachment"
(205). Thus, Elinor's progress is not defined by the triumph of her
"sincerity" or even of her "feelings" (199), but rather by the maturation of
her "observational distance"—a fund of accuracy if an impediment to social
cohesion—into "an experiential perspective" that comprises but circumscribes
her sentimental characteristics (203).
Framing Feeling is not a barn-burner and, refreshingly for the most part,
does not try to be. But one might sometimes wish for just a touch of the
breadth that Campbell attempts. The book would have benefited, for
instance, from some speculation on the origins of the anxiety about
sentimentalism that concerns Benedict: from where, save the French
Revolution late in the century, is it coming? Quibbling aside, however.
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Benedict has joined the likes of Patricia Meyer Spacks and Marshall Brown
in finding dynamism among formally heterogenous works from a period that
we need no longer regard as diffuse or "transitional."

Timothy D. Hall, Contested Boundaries: Itinerancy and
the Reshaping of the Colonial American Religious World.
Durham: University of North Carolina Press, 1994.
Pp. 196.
Reviewed by Lenore Thomas-Ealy
Independent Scholar
In The World Turned Upside Down, Christopher Hill tells us that by the late
sixteenth century, thousands of "masterless men" had begun to wander the
cities and countryside of England, forming a wandering class with the
potential to disrupt social order. Seeing in the rise of the wandering class a
signal of the waning of the feudal order. Hill portrays it as a product of the
rapid population growth and economic transformation taking place in early
modern England. Among the masterless men and women Hill includes the
urban and rural poor, itinerant tradesmen and peddlers, and the Protestant
sectaries. Having escaped or been cast out of their established roles in the
social order, these individuals seemed to many of their contemporaries to
threaten the dissolution of the traditional social hierarchies. English Justices
of the Peace, Hill informs us, constantly sought to enforce some control over
these mobile individuals and applied the Vagrancy Act of 1656 against "all
wandering persons," whether vagabonds, unemployed craftsmen, or itinerant
preachers.
Hill's account of radicalism during the English Revolution begins to
reveal ways in which increasing geographical mobility contributed to the
increasing commerce of goods and ideas among Englishmen as well as to the
social, religious, and political turmoil of "the world turned upside down."
In Contested Boundaries, Timothy Hall has provided us a glimpse of the
dynamic among geographic mobility, economic, intellectual, and spiritual
commerce, and social transformation as it was expressed in American
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colonial debates over itinerant preaching that arose during the period of
religious revivalism known as the Great Awakening.
Hall's short hook recasts for us a portrait of revivalism as a transatlantic
phenomenon in which Christians both experienced the New Birth and came
to see themselves as participating in a widespread empire of the Holy Spirit.
Hall contends that the advocates and practitioners of revivalism self
consciously sought to construct a social and historical framework in which
to justify the practices of the itinerant preachers who carried revivalism from
community to community. In so doing, Hall explains, they set off a debate
over tradition and change in which itinerancy became a metaphor for the
social transformation effected by the formation of the vast commercial
culture known as the British Empire.
Between 1739 and 1770 the Anglican minister George Whitefield made
several tours through the colonies preaching the need for conversion, and it
was after the methods of the "Grand Itinerant" that American itinerants
would seek to model their own revival tours. Whitefield consistently drew
large audiences, and Hall points out that a significant reason for his
attendance records was the use Whitefield made of the growing commercial
print culture to advertise his ministry. Before Whitefield appeared in
America, colonists had learned of his reputation through reports of his
successful revivals elsewhere. The commercial traffic of the Empire made
international news readily available to the colonists, and Whitefield put the
written word to work in forging a route along which his preaching of the
Word might follow. Soon, revival news was a prevalent feature of colonial
newspapers and pamphlets, and publishers such as Benjamin Franklin, Hall
tells us, printed revival news primarily with an eye toward stimulating the
circulation of their newspapers.
The rapid spread of revivalism in the colonies was matched almost as
quickly hy an outcry among clerics of the established colonial churches
against the socially disruptive nature of the itinerant ministries. The
established churches, Anglican and Congregationalist, as well as the
non-established hut well-organized Presbyterian, were administered under
traditional parish systems. The geographical boundaries of the parishes
demarcated lines of ministerial authority and spiritual communion as well as
of social and political community. Though some clerics extended invitations
to itinerants to preach to their congregations, many others saw the itinerants
as invaders of their authority. Conceiving the spiritual order as the
cornerstone of the social order, opponents of itinerancy claimed that the
violation of parish hounds would result in the erosion of other social bonds
at the same time that the itinerants' rhetorical coercion of emotionalism and
their emphases on conversion and inward assurance would destroy the
necessary social limitations of the self.
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The "contested boundaries" of Hall's title are the multilayered and
entwined articulations not just of parish lines but of geographic mobility,
social station, religious faith, conscience, and personality. Hall suggests that
defenders of itinerancy sought to reinscribe the role of Christianity in the
framework of two major and seemingly contradictory shifts in community
experience; the increasingly expansive and comprehensive community of the
commercial empire and the increasingly fluid communities formed by the
unceasing migrations of American colonists in search of freedom and
prosperity. The itinerants offered a conception of religious community
complementary to these new geographic communities, both global and local.
Itinerants stressed that revivalism was creating a vast Christian empire of the
New Birth and that far from justifying the antinomianism feared by
defenders of the traditional social hierarchies, the process of conversion
helped to compensate for the breakdown of static geographic boundaries by
substituting the internal restraints of conscience for the external constraints
of the parish minister. The voluntary, and often covenantal, communities
formed by the converted provided the radical new form of social
organization that would come to shape the birth and character of the
American nation.
Hall admirably introduces us to the debate over itinerancy, and his work
contributes to a growing recognition of the need to understand the
important but often subtle influences religion has exerted in the formation
of American social and political institutions. If Hall's book has a
shortcoming, it is one too common to works of American history: it fails
to explore in broader historical context many of the themes on which it
touches. The conception of Protestant churches as voluntary covenanted
communities was an early response to the Anabaptist antinomianism
unleashed by the Reformation. The tendency of geographic mobility to cut
the ties of moral restraints and social hierarchies was noted in English
literamre as early as Chaucer's pilgrims and grew to troublesome proportions
in that society during the turmoil of the Civil War. The Augustan
republicanism defended both in England and America by the social and
religious conservatives was from its very inception challenged by the
simultaneous emergence of the British commercial empire. The light shed
on the early formulations of the evangelical world view can assist our
understanding of the modern resurgence of evangelical religion and its
critique of American society. If American history itself can be written as an
ongoing effort to reconcile the long-existing tensions between the self and
society, individualism and community, the mobility of commerce and the
stability of traditional modes and orders, and if religion is bound into these
tensions, Hall has brought to our attention a part of the story that is ripe for
further exploration.
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Maureen E. Mulvihill, ed., Poems by Ephelia (c. 1679),
2nd printing, revised. Delmar, New York: Scholars'
Facsimilies & Reprints, 1993. Pp. xv + 274. $50.00.
Reviewed by Alexander M. Forbes
University College of the Cariboo
At a time when much literary scholarship is dedicated to erasing the authors
upon whom it depends, it is refreshing to encounter a scholar who takes her
own work seriously. In Poems by Ephelia (c. 1679), Maureen Mulvihill not
only offers a photographic facsimile of the works of the pseudonymous
Restoration poet, but also a critical introduction more informative than that
ordinarily encountered in editions. The "Critical Essay" analyzes the poet's
work at length, and also attempts to identify the poet: in short, Mulvihill
attempts whatever she can to recover a poet.
The edition includes the poems published under the sobriquet of
"Ephelia," Female Poems on Several Occasions (1679) and "Advice to His
Grace" (1681), but also other poems: "A Poem to His Sacred Majesty, On
the Plot" (1678), by "a Gentlewoman" but claimed for "Ephelia" in the
Female Poems; the unpublished "Funerall Elegie on Sir Thomas Isham
Barronet" (1681), signed "Ephelia"; and two "speculative" attributions,
"Epilogue by a Woman" and "To Madam R. P.," included in Thomas
D'Uffet's New Poems (1676). By bringing these poems together in a single
volume, Mulvihill makes accessible poetry not republished (except in isolated
selections) since the seventeenth century.
Since the early eighteenth century, there has been debate not only about
the identity of the poet, but even about the existence of a single poet behind
the pseudonym. One tradition (still current, as Germaine Greer's Kissing the
Rod confirms) is that the pseudonym masked a group of late Stuart writers:
that it was one more hoax in a period that enjoyed its hoaxes. Other
traditions, however—and acknowledged by Greer, despite Mulvihill's
suggestions to the contrary—have variously identified the poems, or at least
some of them, with individual writers. Etherege, for example, has often been
cited as the author of the most famous Ephelian poem, "Ephelia's
Lamentation."
By publishing all the poems in a single volume, Mulvihill does what can
be done to assist evaluation of the conflicting traditions of authorship upon
the basis of internal evidence. Mulvihill herself notes a number of patterns
to support her own position that the poems are truly the work of a single
writer. Despite an extensive formal range, for example—from dramatic
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prologue and epilogue to verse epistle, verse essay, elegy, and love
song—many of the poems prove to be species of pastoral. Specific artistic
habits are also evident: direct and vivid diction, a strongly dramatic instinct,
and a metaphysical wit. And, finally, there are distinct thematic patterns that,
in turn, suggest specific patterns of influence: in their dramatizing of
obsessive love, many of the poems reflect Sidney, in their treatment of
female friendship and authorship, Katherine Philips and Aphra Behn; in their
political counsels, Dryden.
It is when Mulvihill attempts to identify "Ephelia," however, that
problems arise. When arguing from internal evidence, Mulvihill treats the
disclosures of the poems' speakers as if they were the unmediated
autobiographical disclosures of the poet, and extensive conclusions are then
extrapolated from the uncertain evidence. Mulvihill assumes, for example,
that the speaker's lament for offending "Eugenia" in "To the Angry Eugenia"
must be the poet's own lament, concludes that Eugenia must refer to Lady
Mary (Villiers) Stuart (the dedicatee of the Female Poems), and then uses this
identification to support the theory that "Ephelia" would eventually lose
Lady Mary as her patroness. While these surmises might one day be
confirmed by new evidence, at present they are nothing more than a series
of hypotheses built upon debatable assumptions.
Similar problems occur
in the handling of external evidence. For example, Mulvihill takes at face
value the account of an "Ephelia" in Robert Gould's Satyrical Epistle, despite
both the title of the poem and Gould's reputation (as George Woodcock
points out in Aphra Behri) for unreliable accounts. Mulvihill also takes at face
value (quite literally) the frontispiece of the Female Poems: she regards it as
an accurate likeness of "Ephelia" despite her own conclusion that "Ephelia"
took extraordinary pains, even within the text of the Female Poems, to
conceal her identity. Why "Ephelia" would strive to hide her identity within
the poems only to publicize her face elsewhere in the volume, is not
explained.
Who, then, was "Ephelia"? When Mulvihill concludes her "Critical
Essay" by offering one Anne Prowde of Shrewsbury as her own candidate,
she candidly admits the identification to be provisional. The logical leaps that
suppon this identification (and there are others besides those cited) make it
even more provisional, however, than might at first be apparent.
The logical leaps are not the only problem with the "Critical Essay,"
however. By choosing to record in detail the entire process of her research,
including all its "false starts" (3), Mulvihill sometimes shifts attention away,
for many pages, from her "successful starts"; and away, ultimately, from
"Ephelia" herself. At one point, in fact, Mulvihill completely forgets her
goals as an editor and slips into the unhappy declaration that the "subject of
this book is pertinacious digging" (3).
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Fortunately, Mulvihill is usually better than this, hut the long records of
"false starts" not only result in some lapses in focus, they also swell the
"Critical Essay" to a greater length than necessary, with at least one
unfortunate consequence. Although Mulvihill manages to find room for a
number of useful appendices, which address such questions as manuscript
chronology and provenance, she is nevertheless forced, for "space
considerations" (21), to omit notes to the poems: an unusual and significant
omission in any edition.
These caveats aside. Poems by Ephelia remains an important work of
scholarship. The recovery of some very strong and interesting poems would
alone ensure the value of this edition, and the many perceptive critical
insights that are offered only increase the value. If some of the steps taken
to identify "Ephelia" are questionable, the attempt is at least useful: it
presents the available evidence, and undoubtedly will stimulate future
research into an important enigma.

Janet Todd and Elizabeth Spearing, eds., Counterfeit
Ladies The Life and Death of Mary Frith; The Case of
Mary Carleton. New York: New York University Press,
1994. Pp. liii + 165. $50.00.
Reviewed by Barbara Brandon Schnorrenberg
Independent Scholar
Counterfeit Ladies is a recent addition to the New York University Press's
Women's Classics series which has made available a number of hard-to-find
or even nearly lost writings by women. This volume, like others in the
series, contains a long introduction giving the background of the works and
the scholarly problems accompanying them. The texts are reprinted with
minimal alterations from the best available early edition. They are
thoroughly annotated to identify persons, events, slang, customs, and words
and references that might puzzle the modern reader. There are also plates
of the title pages and portraits from original editions as well as appendices
with chronologies for Frith's life and Carleton's pamphlets.
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Mary Frith and Mary Carleton represent two types of women who took
advantage of the unsettled conditions of the seventeenth century to transgress
usually accepted female boundaries. Their stories are among the few
autobiographical accounts by women of the period which are not spiritual;
they belong to the genres of romance and picaresque works. Both accounts
have been adapted, reworked, and used by later authors. There are for both
narratives two primary questions that must be asked if either is to be
considered more than just a good story. Is the account of the woman's life
substantially true.' Did the purported author really write her own story.'
The introduction deals thoroughly with both of these issues.
The question of authenticity is both easy and hard to answer. Both
women undoubtedly existed, but of course it is now difficult if not
impossible to find independent evidence to substantiate all the details of their
stories. As with any autobiographical account, the reader must always keep
in mind the context and the purpose. What does the author want us to
think about the subject.'
The question of authorship of these works is more complicated. The
editors (Todd for Carleton and Spearing for Frith) explore the possibilities
and conclude that each woman probably did contribute to her narrative. A
close reading, including use of a computer analysis, suggests that in Frith's
account there are at least three separate voices; one of these probably was
hers, doing an "as told to" autobiography. The authorship of Carleton's
Case is more problematic. Since she was a notorious public figure for ten
years, there were a number of pamphlets and other works published about
her. The Case was published under her name in 1663, after her conviction
for bigamy. The editors conclude that Carleton and her husband probably
contributed to the work although she was not the principd author.
The two narratives and the lives of the two women make an interesting
contrast. Frith (1586-1659) flourished in the first half of the seventeenth
century, a period of political, social, and economic turmoil in England.
Clearly an ambitious and adventurous woman, she seized the opportunities
offered to break out of traditional behavior. As a thief and a fence, often
wearing male clothes, Frith's life shocked as it fascinated both contemporar
ies and later writers. And true to form for such stories, she died prosperous
and semi-respectable. Carleton's life is more interesting and her end tragic.
She consciously used her sex to get ahead, commiting bigamy several times
over. Rather than disguising herself as a male, she challenged her place by
becoming a foreigner (the German Princess) and an actor. Restoration
society, despite its reputation, was not about to allow the world to be turned
completely upside down. Carleton was sentenced and hanged in 1673
officially for theft but surely in reality for the way she lived her life.
Even if the two women did not write their respective narratives, this
edition will enable a wider audience to examine and enjoy their stories as
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directly as possible. Through them we can extend our knowledge of the
varieties of seventeenth century women. The main hinderance to using the
volume is its high price.

Howard Weinbrot, Britannia's Issue: The Rise of British
Literature from Dryden to Ossian.
Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1993. 625 pp.
Reviewed by David Hill Radcliffe
Virginia Tech University
Britannia's Issue describes how a new kind of British poetry reconfigured
British identity as a "discordant concordia discors" (1) motivated by contrary
impulses towards peaceful commerce and strenuous emulation. The subtitle
does not imply that earlier poetry was low, but that it wasn't British, in the
sense of representing a balanced constitution of regional, religious, and
political interests. This is plainly a historicmng argument, though whether
it is New or Old is open to debate. Howard Weinbrot takes issue with
unhistorical accounts of the period describing an anxiety of influence, as well
as historicizing ones that describe its poetry as secular, neoclassical, or
illiberal (9, 19-24). He makes his case by close readings of some major
works, buttressed by copious illustrations drawn from minor figures.
Bucking recent trends in historicist criticism, Weinbrot takes his evidence
from "the texts themselves" in the double sense of attending to what poetic
texts literally say, and in making only limited use of contextual evidence
such as laws, educational institutions, or the book trade. He "tests" this
argument against primary texts and against much recent and not-so-recent
criticism. Britannia's Issue unfolds in five large movements: an overture on
classics, imitation, and influence, followed by sections on modernity and
nationalism, Pindaric odes, Hebraism, and the Celtic renaissance. While the
sections are arranged chronologically, the analysis is paradigms rather than
narrative in conception, turning on a concept of emulation that in several
ways in several arenas informs the "concordia discors" that is British identity.
While it is open to the objections inherent to such schematic approaches.
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Weinbrot's paradigm for Augustan literature illuminates much that has been
unregarded or undervalued in recent criticism.
This has not been especially kind to the eighteenth-century poets who
were the darlings of literary historians and critics of the 1930s, '40s, and '50s.
"Augustan" poetry suffered from both the renaissance of romantic aesthetics
in the 1960s and '70s and the political and sociological turn in the 1980s and
'90s, literary history that prioritized Milton, Blake and Wordsworth, and
literary history that pegged progress to the rise of the novel. In rejecting the
premise that Augustan poetry was neoclassical in any narrow sense, Howard
Weinbrot underscores its creativity and modernity. Yet in adopting these
grounds for approbation, he is not so far removed from the critics he
criticizes. A sympathy for modernity and modernist habits of thought rest
uneasily with a declared skepticism towards their characteristic expressions:
"My own readings of history suggest an uncertain, indeed slovenly 'progress.'
It may be two steps forward and one step back, one step forward and two
steps back, various sidewise pirouettes, an occasional march to the rear, and
even a standing in place" (10). Nonetheless, a grand design is clear enough:
English-speaking poets confront and overcome their deference towards the
ancients, and in the process discover, or rediscover, native resources as well
as new possibilities in Hebrew and Celtic poetry, resulting in a generous
cultural pluralism that was, if loud, interested, and acrimonious, also
basically decent and forward-looking. It is not an especially heroic story but
that, we are repeatedly reminded, is precisely the point on which we
moderns should pride ourselves: progress need not be violent. Howard
Weinbrot is, I think, more of a Whig than he allows.
As the word "Rise" in the title indicates, Britannia's Issue, like most
recent histories of eighteenth-century literature, owes something to Ian
Watt's Rise of the Novel. Such books establish a paradigm in the opening
chapters, followed by close readings of familiar works, with ancillary texts
brought in to link a rising class to a rising literature. In Britannia's Issue the
rising class is the British people. One reason this kind of literary history has
proven so durable is that it accords with ideas about culture that are second
nature to most academic readers. Writers about culture allow for tensions
within their paradigm, while subsuming them within an overarching pattern
of thought and behavior. The "rise of" genre permits readers the vicarious
pleasure of observing growth, dwelopment, and progress, without the
vulgarity of assuming that the paradigm makes superior claims to truth—it
is safely historicized. And often pluralized, especially in recent versions from
multi-culturalists that emphasize "discors" more than "concors." Cultural
historians have organized the literary periods into structures that curiously
resemble the departments of English literature in which they teach: let many
flowers bloom. Thus Howard Weinbrot: "In this attractive eighteenthcentury British paradigm a myth of the race includes heterogeneity. It also
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includes the approximate shape of the century-long development I have
chronicled: national self-esteem that once came through association with
southern classics, becomes national self-esteem through association with
many native voices in one British chorus. This association, I suggest, is both
a contributing cause and effect of the acceptance of Dutch and German
kings, Dutch and French Protestant artisans and merchants, Scottish frauds,
intellectuals, and prime ministers, and Jewish merchants and stock brokers"
(558).
In this passage what was originally described as a "century long
movement" becomes a "century long development" and an "ultimate
dependence upon accident" (11) is reconfigured as a harmonious chorus.
Such conclusions virtually follow from the modernist notion of "paradigm,"
which has become essential to our common-sense understanding of what
culture is and does. Anyone writing about literary or national identity faces
the considerable problem of juggling the notions of sameness implied by
development and paradigm with the notions of difference implied by history
("cause and effect") and heterogeneity. This is not easily done if one attends
to particulars, which partly explains why Howard Weinbrot is so
uncomfortable with narratives of progress. More than this, the very idea of
a cultural paradigm has become problematic. Cultural analysis can be
regarded as mythological thinking insofar as it suggestively reduces ineffable
multiplicity to seeming identity; the word itself derives from- "cult." I'll
return to some problems associated with this below. But consider for a
moment the parallel with English studies: it requires no great stretch to
substitute "British Literature" for "southern classics" and the current state of
the discipline for this laundry-list of ethnic types. In its first century, college
English has followed the trajectory chronicled by Howard Weinbrot,
weakening the authority of the "classics" in the interests of a more profound
liberalism. But in 1760 British literature was poised to conquer the world,
while in 1990 college English is at war with itself. Why this difference?
For one thing, the writers discussed iii Britannia's Issue were ignorant of
"culture"—they were committed to what has since become its evil surrogate,
"civilization." As a consequence, they were seldom, until the generation
influenced by Rousseau, cultural or historical relativists. One of the great
strengths of this book is its unblushing acknowledgment that most
writers—not all, certainly—accepted without question the superiority of
modern to ancient civilization on moral, political, religious, and material
grounds; they identified that superiority with (Protestant) Christianity and
British (Whig) political, social, and economic principles. Perhaps the only
modern equivalents are the non-principles of pluralism and relativism, for
which few would take risks or sacrifice in the ways that Britons did for
liberty and Christianity. Sacrificed themselves and others, Weinbrot might
add, though this also underscores the difference. It is a virtue of Weinbrot's
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honest historicism that he rubs our noses in a "jingoism" that until recently
historians have gone to some trouble to mute; it is a limitation of his
historicism that he does not apply the doctrines he describes to the
circumstances in which he writes, explicitly anyway.
Because our
contemporary arguments about the virtues and limits of tolerance are
extremely perplexing, we stand to benefit from historical examples, even
when they are as impure and imperfect as the British experience.
At a time when advocates of cultural history are doing their best to
banish the concept of progress from historical writing, Whiggish views begin
to look paradoxically conservative.
Howard Weinbrot's empirical
methodology, which owes much to that of R. S. Crane's generation, owes
little to the "advances" in scholarship made by those who reject the idea of
progress. Britannia's Issue differs from much recent work in eighteenthcentury studies by assuming that interpretations are right or wrong and that
a careful reading of texts and criticism can lead to the truth—that one can
adjudicate between competing assumptions and that scholarship and criticism
progress over time. These commitments lead to a careful examination of the
critical record and extended bibliographical footnotes. They are also
apparent in the forthrightness with which this writer takes on those with
whom he disagrees. Howard Weinbrot has a reputation, not wholly
deserved, as a Thersites among eighteenth-century scholars. How fascinating
then, to see him write not only a book about the triumph of manners, but
a book that strives mightily to be polite. Much of this politeness takes the
form of humor, as in section titles like "The Theology of Trade," a phrase
which it turns out is quite literally intended. His humor is not without the
sneers and grimaces typical of the "new" historicism: "No doubt sophisti
cated modern students wisely will not believe a word of the following tale,,'
and perhaps they are right; but many of our less enlightened ancestors either
did so believe, or did a marvelous job of pretending. Marxists with high
blood-pressure should skip the next section" (257). Who's pretending here.'
But rather than dismiss Marxism as yesterday's paradigm, Weinbrot does
take the trouble to respond to its criticisms of the marvels of commerce.
After listening to a Weinbrot talk on "emulation" a decade ago I went
away dismissing it as a dreary exercise in the history of ideas. I now think
otherwise. Britannia's Issue uses the concept of emulation to demonstrate
how writers yoked the most heterogeneous things together, not by violence,
but in highly contestatory intellectual exchange. Both the practice of
imitation and the ethics of commerce regard "friendly competition" as a
helpful and improving contest in which different nations, exporter and
importer, improve one another. Relations with others need not be
fratricidal, parricidal, or Swiftean. Indeed, though too often unachieved, the
pacification of anger, the transformation of the often Greek or Roman feral
into the civil, remain essential eighteenth-century norms" (147-8). In
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formulations like this, Weinbrot explains why aggressive and polite moments
so often appear together in poetry and criticism; insight into the duplicity
of emulation enables him to link principle to action in subtle ways; He is
alert to gaps between professions and practice without lapsing into facile talk
about "contradiction": if one accepts the distinction between physical and
verbal combat (not everyone does these days), the peaceable ideal of
emulation does make sense. The rise of British literature had much to do
with the "sublimation" of hatred in heroic, non-epic works like "The Bard,"
from which Weinbrot takes his title. The doctrine and practice of emulation
may be a key to understanding differences between eighteenth- and
twentieth-century versions of "pluralism": it was as central to their
educational institutions as it has become marginal to ours. Teaching by
imitation is anathema to education conducted on Rousseauvian principles.
In his introduction Weinbrot advocates "an interdisciplinary pluralist
method that includes, say, economic motivation but is not dominated by it.
I have also tried to suggest the value of hypotheses to be tested rather than
truths to be celebrated. In such a case painful but potentially enriching
abandonment rather than happy affirmation may be necessary" (10). He
describes how he modified a thesis while researching the book. But we
should bear in mind the author's own analysis of Dryden's Essay on
Dramatick Poesie: "The English fleet proceeded 'breaking, by little and little,
into the line of the Enemies'; the English arguments of Eugenius and
especially of Neander break into the enemies' line as well. Both the
dedication and the frame of battle subvert Dryden's nominal and
unpersuasive pose as mere caterer of a moveable feast" (165). Like Dryden,
or the Empire itself, Britannia's Issue adopts the pose of polite disinterested
ness while all the time playing to win. Part of that politeness is rhetorical
display which, after all, should call attention to underlying motives. This is
not a disinterested book, and may be construed as an open invitation for
critics to respond with contrary evidence and arguments of their own.
Professor Weinbrot, a formidable wrangler, is not known for yielding in the
face of criticism. Nor does this book encourage plural views of restoration
and eighteenth-century literature: its "pluralist" paradigm is not intended to
be only one among others.
Unlike Neander, Weinbrot takes the battle to the enemy in a way that
risks much and partly diminishes his book. This is chiefly a problem of
selection. The writers selected for special attention have been chosen as
much to weaken the opposition's case than to firm up his own. The story
of eighteenth-century poetry is, despite the great achievements of Dryden,
Swift, Pope, and Johnson, by and large the story of the triumph of Whiggish
views of history and literature. The chief intellectual architects of this
victory were not always those that get the most attention here—Cowley,
Dryden, Pope, Collins, Gray, Smart, and Macpherson, though of course
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these were important. My own list would foreground Milton, Shaftesbury,
Addison, Thomson, Akenside, and Shenstone—writers with more of an
ideological ax to grind. As republicans or quasi-republicans, they were close
students of classical antiquity, though standing firmly on this side of
Pocock's "Machiavellian Moment." I should have thought that Shaftesbury
would have been a particularly good anti-Augustan, though he goes uncited
among a host of less significant figures. Britannia's Issue displays considerable
ingenuity in making its case that Dryden was a patriot. Pope a Modern, and
that Collins and Gray were politically engaged writers. It is largely
persuasive, though there is room for disagreement. But since, Macpherson
excepted, this study avoids the high-flyers on either side of the great poetical
and political debates, the thesis cannot be said to be thoroughly tested. It is
a mistake to make claims for consensus using moderates as your evidence.
Weinbrot makes difflcult battle over contested terrain; but were he to emerge
victorious in all these separate contests, his broader thesis would require still
more demonstration.
It is odd that a study that spends so much time discussing the rejection
of classical heroism would neglect Paradise Lost, the single most important
work written in the century under discussion and the one that initiated and
best exemplifies the arguments being made about commerce, theology,
empire, cultural pluralism, the status of classics, and poetic emulation. As
good as it is, Weinbrot's analysis of the Rape of the Lock would have been
better had it considered Pope as an emulator of epic Milton as well as epic
Homer, though Pope would emerge as a more slippery writer. Might not
his notorious mutability be taken as evidence of pluralism? As Catholic
writers, Dryden and Pope displayed great skills at casuistry and no doubt
feared verbal equivocation less than more Protestant "Britons" who shared
Weinbrot's distaste for smoke and mirrors. Weinbrot's chapter on Pindaric
odes is an excellent illustration of the thesis and the best thing written on the
subject; it illuminates a vast domain of poetry often ignored or disparaged
because misunderstood. But British georgic might have been a better choice;
like satire, it informs the whole range of eighteenth-century literary kinds in
a way that Pindaric does not. Windsor Forest is not a little epic; its "epic
catalogue of British rivers" is a georgic catalogue (291). Following Cowley's
example, Augustan lyricists innovated hy celebrating georgic themes like
peace, commerce, theology, and patriotism. One advantage of the present
organization of the book is that it permits "progress" or "regress" to be
illustrated in circumscribed generic mini-histories: the one-step-forward-twosteps back idea. But such particularity limits the prospect view required if
we are to speak of a "rise"; cross-generic links are required it the great chain
is to bear great weight. Such exchanges were part and parcel of the
commerce undermining "classical" conceptions of genre. In this respect, the
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"concordia discors" argument might have been better exemplified with
heterogeneous works like Paradise Lost, The Seasons, or Pope's Moral Epistles.
Selection can be a problem on the local level as well. One of the
besetting sins of cultural criticism is what Weinbrot calls "fallacy of the local
exemplar, in which the often peculiar is assumed to be typical" (11). In this
book more familiar critical statements are amplified with scores of others,
often very pertinent ones from minor writers seldom if ever, cited before.
But one can never find instances enough to beat a resolute opponent into
submission. This is particularly true in the case of the chief hobby-horse,
the argument that the Augustans despised Augustus. The case is securely
made that seventeenth and eighteenth-century writers were profoundly
ambivalent about classical writers and court patronage. Farther than that the
argument will not easily go: in the unlikely event that Professor Weinbrot
were to undergo a conversion to the Ancient's position, I doubt not that he
could amass impressive quotations expounding on the glory that was
Imperial Rome; he includes some already. The attempt to establish a
consensus for the distaste for the classics begins to sound like special
pleading: an unpublished letter of Garrick's on Homer and Pindar (GarrickT}
and on the same page the claim that Robert Potter "seconds these and similar
remarks" (applied to John Fortescue). Now Potter's translations from the
Greek were revered as among the greatest accomplishments of the century;
Potter may have deprecated Pindar, but his Aeschylus, like Collins's Odes
and Joseph Spence's Polymetis, was responsible for arousing a new interest in
classical antiquity among romantic poets. In no way did the Augustan
rejection of classical authority resemble that of our own century, when
Greek and Latin literature have been dismissed as outmoded and irrelevant
specialties. There is no better evidence for the provinciality of this view
than eighteenth-century poetry.
If the New Historicists have been guilty of the lonely exemplar, the
technique of massing quotations has its own problems. John Dryden's
dictums are more solid than John Oldham's, and Addison's more than
Welsted's, though this is not apparent when they are being weighed out by
the pound. With quotations severed from arguments, the Ancients-Moderns
controversy threatens to become a poll on whether or not the Greeks and
Romans were heroes or heels. In fact Britannia's Issue does lucidly
summarize the arguments on both sides, though as in Dryden's Essay, the
Ancients' case is diminished by its presentation; "This is demonstrated
positively in the genius of Virgil, who himself was obliged to imitate both
of Homer's epics in his own Aeneid, and negatively in the rambling,
unclassical epic of Ariosto. The classical Ancients are the giants on whose
shoulders the dwarfed Moderns are supported in order to see nature clearly.
They also are our distant ancestors whose living language and works must
be preserved and nurtured if we ourselves are to be preserved, as the revival
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of learning and improvements in life after the middle ages make plain" (196).
This is not unfair, though without detailing the moral, theological, and
epistemological underpinnings for these assumptions—all of which Weinbrot
supplies for the Moderns position—it is difficult to see why anyone would
hold such benighted views. Not that Britannia's Issue would necessarily be
a better book for being dully even-handed; if it provokes some champion of
the Ancients to enter the lists, the resulting strife will likely prove
illuminating.
Of course, issues of selection go to the very question of identity itself.
Arguments like this one strive to establish a broad paradigm into which
many particulars will fit. But arguments about cultur^ identity are seldom
good at interpreting things that fit the paradigm, which in any event tend to
disappear from the radar scope. Here British norms are defined against those
of Greece and Rome, things outside of the "culture." But to establish the
identity of a British literature one would also want to look at alternative
literatures within contemporary Britain. There were not many and by the
standards of Dryden, Pope, and Gray they were marginal indeed, but they
deserve consideration in a book on this subject. Apart from the Gaelic,
writers on the Celtic fringe had their own traditions in vernacular poetry;
Alan Ramsay's Scots writings found many English readers and were not
unimportant to the Celtic revival. Ramsay was also a Jacobite, making him
a significant "test case" for arguments about consensus. Jacobite verse
emanating from Edinburgh and Oxford was written in Latin, making it
extremely pertinent to this discussion of the rejection of classical literature.
By 1760 the kettle was starting to boil. In Ossian conceptions of race and
nationality that would destroy the earlier commitment to civilization were
already peeping over the horizon. To consider Scots and Latin alternatives
to "British" literature—they were live enough for writers like James
Thomson and Samuel Johnson—would only strengthen the argument because
it could be shown that these were rejected by ambitious writers in order to
preserve a (misnamed?) peace of Augustus. It would also help to explain
why the norms outlined here weakened after 1760 when a new generation
of Moderns began to embrace a view of things their grandparents had set
aside in politically troubled times. Romantic poetry, devoted as much to
Greek antiquity and Republican Rome as to Gothic Britain, did not come
from nowhere.
The cloud of witnesses assembled in this book, however lopsided its
selection, is a glorious thing to behold. Weinbrot does a great service by
bringing French critics to bear on English literature: instead of the vapid
"influence" called in by earlier historians, we are given a lively exchange of
commerce and cannonades across the channel. This willingness to engage the
opposition bears witness to disinterestedly interested inquiry, for Howard
Weinbrot can be as Francophobic as any of the authors he writes about; he
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is equally careful in discussing his classical texts because he wants to show
that they were inodified or rejected with cause and not out of prejudice or
fashion. He also takes from eighteenth-century writers the habit of
digressing, from which we learn about the ancient "cestus...designed to hurt,
maim, gouge, disfigure, and destroy" (234); another digression on Pope's
Thalestris contains much prurient matter while usefully distinguishing
between Amazons and women warriors generally. While I think that the
appeal of Macpherson's Ossian was a poetic as much as a "cultural"
phenomenon, the historical context was certainly important and Weinbrot's
testy survey of the literature on Celts, Druids, and Anglo-Scottish relations
will provide a useful jumping-off point for further investigation of what is
already a significant area of scholarly inquiry, one big with consequences for
understanding why we no longer think about literature like Dryden and
Pope, or even Collins and Gray.
This bill of complaints consists chiefly of omissions in what is already a
very full book; as the introduction points out, the study could be extended
in any number of directions. Even as it stands, it goes a long way towards
describing eighteenth-century poetry as it was understood and experienced
by those who created it. It would be helpful were this study framed by
more discussion of what came before and after the period under consider
ation, were it to be, say, the middle volume in a trilogy. A Saintsbury threedecker is really required to put these events into narrative perspective for
twentieth-century readers suffering from the blinders of cultural relativism
and period specialization: eighteenth-century literature was more civilized
than seventeenth-century literature for many of the same reasons it was more
civilized than Roman literature. But there was considerable continuity: both
terminal dates are somewhat arbitrary and the poetic traditions described
here do not begin or end within the allotted century. Jonson and Milton,
as well as Cowley and Congreve, contributed to the "British Ode." One
does not learn from this book that the Augustan creation of a "British"
literature was really a second attempt, preceded by an earlier challenge to
classical authority mounted by Spenser, Drayton, Browne, the Fletchers,
Quarles, Davenant, and several lesser Spenserians; nor was there any lack of
Hebraism in earlier seventeenth-century poetry. Restoration writers, Milton
in particular, learned much from the failure of their immediate predecessors;
the analysis supplied in Britannia's Issue might help to explain why that
earlier literature, lacking a "theology of commerce," failed to take.
Likewise, a consideration of the period 1760-1860 is 'necessary to
understand why the eighteenth-century achievement is now undervalued.
This is not a matter of simple obtuseness in the face of the facts. Once
ideals of cultural unity displaced ideals of civilized commerce, the whole
poetical landscape changed. That transformation originated in the AncientsModerns debate, though to see this requires acknowledging continuities
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across periods and profound differences within them, which is not at all
what this book encourages us to do: "Some commentators, like the selfinterested Joseph Walton, conclude that there are essentially two lines—the
superior imaginative school of Spenser, Shakespeare, and Milton, and the
inferior rational school of Dryden, Addison, and Pope. Such nonsense is
propagated in the nineteenth century as well, and remains part of the
threadbare mythology of blue-book desperation" (135). If one doesn't like
Warton's formulation, there is its equivalent in Samuel Johnson's dyspeptic
remarks about Whig poets. Warton and Johnson knew whereof they spoke
and should no more be dismissed as "interested" than Dryden or Weinbrot
himself. The idea of two competing lines made perfect sense to eighteenthcentury critics, though it is very troublesome to cultural analysis. Indeed,
the Moderns-leaning Wanon was already inclined to argue that only one line
was "real" poetry.
Respecting the real differences between Ancients and Moderns positions
need not invalidate the thesis of Britannia's Issue. That Dryden and Pope
would prudently trim or vacillate between the two sides, or that Warton and
Johnson would find positive things to say about each, is nor more than what
the idea of peaceful exchange would lead us to expect. What held the
enterprise together was less a consensus view of ancient or modern literature
than a shared assumption that there are grounds for declaring that poetry
and criticism is right or wrong, better or worse. One of the legacies of
Moderns criticism, however, was a historicism that makes judgment relative
to class, gender, and period norms, undermining the earlier consensus. Were
this narrative continued beyond 1760, one could see how the Moderns strain
evolved into a historicizing romanticism that reconfigured Milton as a
renaissance poet and deprecated the achievements of the frog-eating
Augustans: given the weight of "cultural" evidence, nineteenth-century
historicists did not deem it necessary to examine particulars. Such
misapprehensions took rise from the point of the relativist wedge as
described here: the idea that the Greeks and Romans inhabited a "different
world." The weaker forms of this argument may have liberated Dryden and
Pope; its stronger forms shackle us.
Time and again, Britannia's Issue illustrates how eighteenth-century
writers used earlier writing as raw material for their own manufactures.
Perversely perhaps, I regard this as a prime lesson to be drawn from this
book, which demonstrates how the Moderns stood not only on the
shoulders of Homer and Vii^il, but on those of Moses, David, and bardic
poets whose names are lost to history. Because they were less hampered by
historicism than we, poets and critics did not respect our concerns for
accuracy, authenticity, and cultural paradigms. They looked elsewhere for
truth. Macpherson, who did make such claims, was soundly punished. But
he illustrates the paradigm as well as any: writers stole boldly as they
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emulated boldly. And as Weinbrot makes plain, they were successful in
both; recasting older heroic norms they strove to write a polite poetry that
did in fact contribute to making a nation more polite; reinventing the lyric
they celebrated a collective identity rather than praising particular heroes,
tyrants, or athletes. Those unreadable odes to liberty and empire established
the rationale for literature as we know and practice it today. Britannia's
Issue goes a long way towards explaining why Restoration and eighteenthcentury poetry should be central to our own debates about literature in its
political contexts, not least by showing how an active commitment to the
truth can lead to rewarding contentions with old books. I can imagine that
humanists, historians of ideas, and Marxists will have fairly lively things to
say about this new book. May Howard Weinbrot receive the criticism he
invites and deserves!

Dustin Griffin, Satire A Critical Reintroduction.
Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky, 1994.
Pp. 245. $27.00 (cloth); $15.50 (paper).
Reviewed hy Franklin E. Liebenow, Jr.
Chicago State University
Dustin Griffin's important general book on satire challenges the largely New
Critical, "old critical consensus" about its nature and function. Excluding
the novel as requiring a separate study. Griffin considers formal verse satire,
the mock forms, the lampoon, and the traditions of Menippean satire,
including symposia, learned anatomies, and the narratives of fantastic
voyages. He maintains that scholars who wrote about satire thirty years ago
based their theoretical conclusions predominantly on formal verse satire
without fully drawing on the Menippean range. He sets out to redress the
imbalance by treating as paradigmatic what he considers to be central to
Menippean satire; the dialogic, open-ended testing of one idea against at least
one other idea that leaves issues unresolved, provokes thought, and stimulates
inquiry. He applies this concept, associated with M. M. Bakhtin, to other
satiric kinds.
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In chapter one, he proposes a genealogy for the "old critical consensus"
by tracing justifications of satire from Horace through the mid-twentieth
century. The most influential pronouncement, GrifSn contends, is from the
"Discourse concerning the Original and Progress of Satire" (1663) where
Dryden prescribes for modern formal verse satire both thematic unity and
the bipartite plan of attacking a vice and commending the opposite virtue.
According to GrifKn, subsequent critics have taken or mistaken these two
critical prescriptions to be universally applicable to all kinds of satire. For
him both strictures serve as mainstays for the "old critical consensus" that
consists of an amalgam of traditional considerations together with
developments during the 1960s at Yale University and during the 1950s at
the University of Chicago. At Yale, Maynard Mack, Martin Price, Alvin
Kernan, Robert C. Elliott, and Ronald Paulson produced "a rhetorical theory
of satire" (29) conditioned by New Critical assumptions about the unity and
autonomy of satire as a work of literary art. At Chicago, Sheldon Sacks and
Edward Rosenheim identified the defining characteristic of satire as an attack
on historical specifics identifiable outside the work. Criflin characterizes
these critics as occupying opposing camps, but homogenizes their positions
in forming the construa that he calls the "old critical consensus." In this
view, the satirist is reduced to the simplistic task of preaching moral
platitudes and the critic to the examination of the rhetorical means for
conveying praise and attacking targets.
Chapters two, three, and four examine the conventional assumptions that
satires derive unity from a bipolar, albeit sometimes asymmetrical, pattern
of attack and commendation, that satires appeal to norms, and that satires
persuade readers to accept or act on preconceived moral knowledge. In "The
Rhetoric of Satire: Inquiry and Provocation," Criflin submits that most
satirists present conflicting views which invite readers to inquire into several
sides of an issue or to question received opinion. Although some satirists
begin with a praise-and-blame pattern, they usually complicate it by raising
additional questions and by generating other lines of investigation (37). In
many satires moral norms and the attack on targets are ill-defined,
ambiguous, or even absent (38). Frequently, "the satirist does not really
know where he is going" in his open-ended exploration of complex problems
(39). Accordingly, much satiric irony is "unstable." "The Rhetoric of Satire:
Display and Play" cautions against focusing on the way satires explore moral
problems and challenge orthodoxy at the expense of recognizing the satirist's
interest in self-promotional performance and delight in witty play. In
"Satiric Closure," Griffin proposes that most satires, though not all, resist
formal and thematic closure.
Griffin starts the fifth chapter, "Satiric Fictions and Historical
Particulars," with competing accounts of the relations that satires have to
history and truth. On the one hand, the position that he identifies with the
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Yale New Critics emphasizes the technical control and use of fictions in
satiric forms. In this view, the specific subjects of satire are treated as
representatives or symbols of some universalized good or evil. On the other
hand, the position that he identifies with the Chicago critics stresses the
referentiality of satire to historical particulars conceived in a narrowly
positivist sense as "facts." What neither position admits, he contends, is the
recognition that satires have varying kinds and degrees of referentiality. The
rhetoric of attack relies more on the readers' knowledge of the external
world than does the rhetoric of inquiry and provocation.
The sixth and seventh chapters depart from New Critical preoccupations
with the autonomy of satire as a work of literary art irrespective of the
circumstances of the author and the effects on readers. In "The Politics of
Satire," Griffin examines satire from the vantage points of the historical
conditions that favor its prominence, the socioeconomic status of its
practitioners, and its impact on practical politics. Satires that target rulers
or governments have little impact and may even maintain political
equilibrium by containing dissent (156). But satires that inquire into or
challenge established ideas may have destabilizing political consequences
(160). In his most provisional and tentative chapter, "The Pleasures of
Satire," Griffin calls on theorists to account for the special pleasures of
reading and writing satire through the development of a language,
comparable to the metaphors of kindling, easing, whipping, and tickling
employed by eighteenth-century critics. Although Griffin tests various
hypotheses for how satire pleases morally and intellectually, he is most
interested in the physiological, especially sexual, pleasures afforded by satire.
In the first four chapters of Satire; A Critical Reintroduction, Griffin
claims for satire the complexity and sophistication that readers can expect
from all great literature. Despite his curious dismissal of the significance that
Bakhtin's insights into the menippea have for satire (33), Griffin insists that
the best satires raise vexing questions and provoke thought. But so do all
literary masterpieces, though not all are satires. The longer readers reflect on,
for example, Hamlet, the more the tragedy reverberates with enigmatic
possibilities. Bakhtin stipulates that the menippea uses the fantastic to search
after, provoke, and test a truth. Griffin omits the differentia of the fantastic
in his endeavor to widen the applicability of the rhetoric of inquiry and
provocation. He writes that he has "turned repeatedly to the same dozen
figures—Horace, Juvenal, Persius, Lucian, More, Rabelais, Donne, Dryden,
Swift, Pope, Blake, Byron" (1). The works of several of these writers are
informed by the classical aesthetic norm of truth to nature which precludes
the fantastic.
Suspicious of essentializing definitions. Griffin advances a position and
then tests it against an array of examples. For instance, in "Satiric Closure"
he advances the position that satire is provocative and resistant to closure but
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acknowledges that Pope's "Epistle to Bethel" "displays strong thematic
closure" (99). His argument is that "to read Menippean works alongside
those of Horace, Donne, or Pope is to see poetic satire, even formal verse
satire, in new light...Neither tradition, in Bakhtin's terms, is 'monological'"
(34). His readings of individual works, usually based on recent practical
criticism, challenge delimiting preconceptions. But more often than he
concedes, Horace, Juvenal, Persius, Donne, and Pope achieve in their formal
verse satires a sense of finality and conclusiveness. Generally, when satires
have a clear reference to norms and a coherent, sharply focused moral
trajectory, the form tends to be closed. But when satires employ the
rhetoric of inquiry and provocation, and set in motion the play of ideas, the
form remains open to leave unresolved and ambiguous opposing issues and
viewpoints.
Griffin makes illuminating juxtapositions and draws useful connections
without forcing his critical readings into a reductive theoretical construct.
Further, his book serves as a welcome reminder that readers should not
expect to find in most satiric works the properties of formal verse satire.
Because of its examination of satires from Rochester to Byron, its breadth of
references, and its insights into individual works. Satire; A Critical
Reintroduction merits a wide readership among students and scholars of the
early modern era.

Syndy McMillen Conger, Mary Wolktonecrafi and the
Language of Sensibility.
Cranbury:
Associated
University Presses, 1994. Pp. xlix + 214 pp.
Reviewed by Eleanor Ty
Wilfred Laurier University
Smdies of Mary Wollstonecraft have have proliferated in the last few years,
especially' with the. bicentennial celebrations of the author's best-known
work, the Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792). Syndy McMillen
Conger believes, however, that Wollstonecraft "still wants vindicating,
primarily because the contexts in which her life and works are generally seen
do not do her justice, even make her seem to fail" (xi). Instead of viewing
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her as a "daughter of the Enlightenment," as a "forerunner of Romanticism,"
or as a feminist? she proposes the context of "the language of sensibility and
its fictions' • (xi). While there has also been a number of recent works on
sensibility, including Janet Todd's Sensibility: An Introduction (1986) and G.
J. Barker-Benfield's The Culture of Sensibility (1992), there has been no fulllength exploration of the way this important early modern thinker dealt
with this all-powerful, paradoxically imprisoning and yet liberating, language.
Conger's book analyzes in careful detail all of Wollstonecraft's works
chronologically: from her early letters, her juvenile fiction, her thoughts on
education, her book reviews, to her more mature treatises on the French
Revolution, the rights of Woman, her travelogue, and her last fiction.
Conger's thesis is that although Wollstonecraft's "basic position on the
literature of sensibility seems to shift, sensibility as metaphor and myth plays
a steady role in Wollstonecraft's life and works. It is the wellspring of her
creativity and a key to her character"(xlix). Refusing the simplistic view that
Wollstonecraft was crippled by the language of feeling. Conger presents a
well-researched and cohesive argument about the mythic and metaphoric
powers of sensibility. Particularly compelling is her contention that
eighteenth-century language of sensibility operates on a "mythic plane, busily
rationalizing the neglect of the affective realm, not only encouraging beliefs,
but also inspiring certain words, attitudes, behaviors, and deeds on the basis
of those beliefs" (xx). Using Roland Barthes's theories of mythologies.
Conger shows how sensibility turns into a popular myth or a set of
ideologically laden metaphors which can rationalize "omissions, fissures or
contradictions in a culture's belief system...they abduct signifiers already
laden with meaning from familiar and loved cultural contexts, shaping them
into a mosaic of signs so richly suggestive, so alluring, that viewers fail to
notice its fragmentations, its anachronistic nature, and its essentially muddled
message" (xix). Thus, in literature, we see examples of "sentimental ritual
behavior" inspired by the myths of sensibility: "Pamela's despondent poetry
at the pond, Clarissa's writing on her coffin, Harley's trip to Bedlam in The
Man of Feeling,...Yorick's seeking out of the mad Maria," etcetera (xxi). Like
these literary characters, Wollstonecraft similarly enacts mythic tropes to the
point that she was called a "female Werter" by her husband William Godwin
in his Memoirs (167).
The stimulating and informative Introduction delineates three eighteenth-.
century communities besides novelists who become "especially interested in
the myth-generative language of sensibility: philosophers, aestheticians, and
scientists" (xliii). Philosophers, who view sensibility as "a propensity to
virtue," create the "ethics of feeling"; aestheticians, "inspired by Locke's
sensationalism," discuss sensibility through the discourse of the sublime,
beautiful, and picturesque; while scientists and medical men view sensibility
as a "physiological fact or as medical symptom" (xliii-xliv). Conger points
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out that novelists of the period "move freely from one to the other...al
though they tend to settle down in one. The ethics of sensibility dominates
the fictions of Richardson and his followers, especially Goldsmith, Sarah
Fielding, Sterne, Fanny Burney, Radcliffe, and Austen; the aesthetics of
sensibility dominates the work of Gothic novelists; like Radcliffe, Lewis,
and the Brontes; and the physiology of sensibility dominates that of the
medical man Smollett and, sometimes at least, Sterne" (xlvi). I quote these
passages at length because they are examples of Conger's broad knowledge
and familiarity of the cultural milieu in which she situates her writer. The
book is rich with insights about "Wollstonecraft but also presents illuminating
gems about other English, as well as continental writers such as Rousseau
and Goethe. In Conger's view, Wollstonecraft was acquainted with these
writers of sensibility, and she struggled with the attractions and limitations
of sensibility through all of the discourses available. Her attitudes to the
problematic nature of sensibility are varied but reveal the influence of the
literature she imbibed: "a firm belief in an alliance between sensibility,
virtue, and genius; a fascination with solitude, melancholy, and mental
derangement; a heavy reliance on reading and writing; a love ajar with
nature; an admiration for sympathy and charity; a discontent with
quotidian pursuits; and a morbid interest in death as solution and
resolution" (xlix).
One of the ways in which Wollstonecraft resolves the problem of her
youthful acceptance of the "exquisite feeling" (40) sensibility can generate is
by differentiating between a sensibility that inspires sympathy, sociability,
and the imagination, and one that fosters erotic, romantic, or silly
behaviours in women. Conger notes that as a reviewer for the Analytical
Review, Wollstonecraft criticizes those novels which focus on the sensual
aspects of sensibility: "the inflammatory concentration on drapery, the false
(exterior) sensiblity, the affected language, the near exclusive focus on
delicacy and the physiology of feeling" (87). Wollstonecraft disapproved of
them because they "constitute an undesirable education for young women
readers and potential writers" (87). Similarly, in her Vindication of the Rights
of Men (1790), Wollstonecraft realized that "the notions some men attach to
sensibility may hold disastrous consequences for women's educational
opponunities" (100). By idealizing women as "little, smooth, delicate, fair
creatures" Burke could "reduce women to toys" rather than reasoning
creatures (101, 100). Conger argues that, at this middle stage, Wollstonecraft
has to reformulate "two of the fictions of sensibility she has most often lived
by and written by: first, the notion that sensibility promotes intellecmal
growth in the form of knowledge, wisdom, even genius; second, the notion
that it nurtures virtue" (103).
It is only with her final works. An Historical and Moral View of the
Origin and Progress of the French Revolution (1794), Letters Written During a
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Short Residence in Sweden, Norway, and Denmark (1796), and The Wrongs of
Woman: Or Maria (1798), that Wollstonecraft reafHrms her belief in
sensibility. Conger says that "the polemicist in the two vindications
expresses frequent disdain for sensibility" while here she "takes a middle
way" (135). Wollstonecraft returns to "the langauge of the ethics of
sensibility" using words such as "hearth feelings," "benevolent complacency,"
"social affections," "humanity," "sympathy," and "domestic sympathy"
positively (135). True sensibility expresses itselfi in the French Revolution as
"the pure desire to help or work with others" (141), in Letters as "the
wellspring of true civilization" (145); and in Maria as "a heroic narrative of
women's emancipation" (160). In Conger's presentation of Wollstonecraft's
life and achievements, the last active years mark a "measured return to the
creed of sensibility," as Wollstonecraft "rehabilitates it in a form compatible
to her own political beliefs" (179). The narrative of Mary Wollstonecraft and
the Language of Sensibility is intelligent, coherent, and comforting. It offers
at once a lucid account of the way the culture of sensibility shifted in
emphasis and was transformed in the career of one woman, and presents a
creative, sensitive, and energetic reading of the way sensibility weaves itself
in the genres of the epistle, fiction, essay, travel book, and critical reviews.
It reshapes our understanding of a pervasive eighteenth-century phenomenon
as well as our perception of a writer who is herself somewhat of a mythical
figure.

Jack Fruchtman, ]r., Thomas Paine: Apostle of Freedom.
New York and London: Four Walls Eight Windows.
Pp. xii + 557; 33 illustrations. $30.00.
Reviewed by Vincent Carretta
University of Maryland
Having earlier published The Apocalyptic Politics of Richard Price and Joseph
Priestley, as well as Thomas Paine and the Religion of Rature, Fruchtman has
built upon his previous studies of the intellectual and political context of the
late eighteenth century to produce a scholarly, authoritative, generally
balanced, and highly readable biography of the life and mind of Thomas
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Paine. One of the most popular and influential writers of the period, Paine
is best known for Common Sense 0776), the work that mobilized American
public opinion against colonial rule. Some readers may find Fruchtman's
reluctance to speculate very far beyond what the evidence proves to be a bit
too balanced, given his obviously complete familiarity with what is known
about Paine's life and writings. For example, many readers will be tempted
to draw further conclusions from the available evidence about the failure of
Paine's second marriage and his persistent personal difficulties in dealing with
women. But one of the marks of a reliable biography is the author's
enabling rather than compelling readers to make plausible deductions.
Although Fruchtman acknowledges that he admires his subject, he does not
hesitate to admit Paine's flaws, such as his egotism, and even Fruchtman's
defense of Paine against contemporaneous charges of drunkenness and
uncleanliness includes the grounds for the accusations. Thomas Paine seems
rightly destined to become a standard biography of its subject.
In a book this ambitious, covering political and religious events in
England, America, and France over the period of seventy years, some facmal
errors are inevitable. To the few Jonathan Clark noted in his TLS review
(19 May 1995) should be added Fruchtman's misquotation of Edmund
Burke's phrase "a swinish multimde" in Reflections on the Revolution in
France (1790) as "the swinish multitude." Substituting the definite for the
indefinite article perpetuates the misrepresentation (intentionally made by
Burke's radical opponents) that Burke denounced all of the common people
rather than the same mobbish element Paine himself had earlier attacked in
Common Sense. Careful rhetoricians, neither Burke nor Paine was likely to
have made such a mistake accidentally. Thus, when Paine ends a passage in
Common Sense with "Amen," his choice of the prayer-form is not, as
Fruchtman suggests, curious and uncharacteristic, but rather rhetorically
appropriate for what Robert Middlekauff has called "a sermon disguised as
a political tract." The prayer-form is consistent with the pervasive pseudobiblical imagery in a work addressed to the people Burke had characterized
in his Speech on Conciliation with America (1775) as representing "the
dissidence of dissent, and the Protestantism of the Protestant religion." And
by refusing to write out the name of the king, Paine forces his readers to fill
in the blanks, compelling them to become co-authors of the previously
unarticulated rejection of English royal authority.
The great strength of Thomas Paine lies in Fruchtman's application of his
knowledge of the history of political theory to the recoverable facts of
Paine's life and the arguments found in his works. Fruchtman offers us a
convincing portrait of a political propagandist, who, whether writing for pay
or not, in Common Sense, Rights of Man (1791, 1792), and Agrarian Justice
(1797), consistently combines the political theories of John Locke,
eighteenth-century Commonwealthmen, and radical ;republicanism. One
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should mention, however, that many historians dispute Fruchtman's
assumption that Locke's "ideas were in the air at the end of the eighteenth
century." For Fruchtman, Paine becomes the apostle of freedom, the
precursor of the liberal democratic socialism of the twentieth century. Of
course, not all readers will embrace his interpretation. For example, Paine's
writings, in conjunction with the biographical facts Fruchtman offers, allow
for an alternative picture, in which Paine anticipates the illiberal version of
democratic socialism. From Common Sense on, Paine betrays a consistent
intolerance for dissent from his vision of the truth that suggests an
inclination towards the tyranny of majoritarianism, best exemplified in his
admiration of Rousseau's concept of the General Will. Perhaps such an
inclination helps account for Paine's reluctance to renounce the French
Revolution even after the increasingly totalitarian direction it took led to his
imprisonment and may help explain how he could make the mistake of
welcoming Napoleon as the savior of the Revolution. As Fruchtman
observes, events proved Burke the better prophet, at least in the short term.
Other consistencies in Paine's life become clear in Thomas Paine. Paine
had a remarkable ability to join selflessness with a sense of being undervalued
and charity with pettiness. He seems to have managed eventually to have
irritated virtually all his friends and political allies. John Adams and
Gouyernour Morris remained his active enemies from the 1770s to the end
of their lives. For the last two decades of his life, Paine was almost obsessed
with the idea of building the iron bridge he had designed. And he was
incapable of learning French, even though he spent years in France and was
made a citizen. He was tireless in his efforts to improve humankind, but
those efforts were increasingly resisted. Paine considered himself "a citizen
of the world." But, as Fruchtman's biography shows, the down side of being
a citizen of Great Britain, the United States, and France was that in his later
years Paine could seem more like a man without a country. A wanderer
throughout his life, Paine was destined to wander even after death: William
Gobbett, an English journahst who had opposed Paine earlier in the 1790s,
became an admirer after reading Paine's The Decline and Fall of the English
System of Finance (1796), and in 1819, ten years after Paine's death, Gobbett
tried to return his bones to England only to lose them either en route or
after landing. His bones may be lost forever, but Paine's life has been
securely recovered in Fruchtman's excellent biography.
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Kathleen M. Wheeler, Romanticism, Pragmatism and
Deconstruction {Oxiord: Blackwell, 1993). Pp. xviii +
302. $49.95 (cloth); $24.95 (paper).
Reviewed by Terry G. Harris
Louisiana State University, Shreveport
A glance at the contents page of Kathleen Wheeler's book suggests three
main parts, each corresponding to one of the three movements indicated in
the title: Part I, Romantic and Germanic Backgrounds, Part II, Decon
structing Metaphysics, and Part III, Art as Experience. However, a closer
examination of the chapter titles of each part suggests that the contents are
not so discretely arranged as one might initially conclude, a suspicion borne
out by reading the text itself. Indeed, pragmatism and deconstruction are as
much a part of the discussion in Part I as Romanticism. Additionally, the
first three chapters in Part II focus on William James, John Dewey, and
Jacques Derrida, and while the last chapter of that part is titled "Coleridge's
Attack on Dualism," the chapter's opening sentence reveals that Coleridge
himself is important only in terms of what he reveals about the others: "In
this chapter we examine how Coleridge, like Dewey, James, and Derrida,"
deconstructed the accepted metaphysics of western thought by attacking the
dualisms at the centre" (146). Finally, Part III begins with a chapter asserting
that Dewey anticipates Derrida on the. matter of language, continues with a
chapter that attempts to place Dewey as an intermediate link between
Coleridge (as well as Shelley, Blake, German philosophers, and even Samuel
Johnson) and Derrida, and concludes with a chapter on Derrida himself. In
a brief conclusion. Wheeler examines new historicism as it appropriates or
neglects the principles discussed in the book, and in a final five pages titled
"Afterword: Revitalizing the Vocabularies and Genres of Philosophy," she
hints at what perhaps will be the focus of her next book. Clearly,
Romanticism, Pragmatism and Deconstruction attempts to take a wide-ranging,
broad view, and one might wonder if 252 pages of text can cover all that.
In the opening statement of the preface. Wheeler attempts to mitigate the
broadness indicated in the book's title by asserting a common goal for
romanticism, pragmatism, and deconstruction: "These movements of
thought...could each be described as a reaction against the hegemony of both
reason (narrowly conceived) and science, as the highest form of truth, which
repeatedly asserted itself in the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth
centuries" (viii). However, Wheeler quickly undercuts any impression of a
limited focus in her study as she catalogs a myriad of other issues and
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questions in the subsequent sentences of the paragraph, and it is clear that
she is identifying her intent to examine all these issues in her discussion:
Many subsidiary issues were involved in these debates, such as
theories of language, art, criticism, and experience. In each of the
three cases, philosophy and art criticism were both re-examined, as
was the nature and role of imagination (or the intuitive and synthetic
faculty), along with its main vehicle of expression, namely, metaphors
and other figures of speech. Basic questions were also reformulated
about the goals and scope of philosophy, art, science, and religion,
and central concepts such as truth, meaning, and literal language were
examined, while the activities of interpretation, reading, and
perception were considered, (viii)
It is true that she concludes the paragraph with another statement asserting,
as she does throughout the preface, what "these three movements share most
centrally," but the distinct impression remains that so many subsidiary issues
are involved that one wonders how it is even possible for three such discrete
and distinctive movements to have so much in common. In short, the
umbrella under which she unites the movements is so broad that one
wonders if almost any movement could be made to fit.
Throughout the preface. Wheeler writes that her objective is to clarify
concepts, and she adopts a provisional stance by asserting that her claims for
what the movements share "could be described" (italics mine) in a certain
way and that such a view "can be argued." In context it seems as though she
is merely saying that her view is simply one possible way of viewing things.
Even as she exalts the virtues of deconstruction in her discussion, she
emphasizes its adoption of provisional viewpoints while disparaging what she
refers to as univocal interpretations. Therefore, it is a bit surprising to find
her being so quick to condemn and belittle traditional views of romanticism
generally and Coleridge's ideas specifically. According to Wheeler, to cite a
few examples, transcendentalism has been misunderstood as having
something to do with determining static truth as opposed to phenomenological speculation, "the infamous Hegelian dialectic...has also...been often
misconstrued" (42), "Coleridge's scattered remarks on organicism [have] been
poorly understood as structuralist and static, rather than vital and evolving"
(63), and "Coleridge's primary and secondary imagination distinction [has
also been] so poorly understood by many critics" (170). Perhaps these items
have not been ftilly understood and perhaps the understanding has indeed
been poor, but Wheeler forgets that previous attempts to explain and
interpret such ideas are just that—attempts. They are attempts just as
Wheeler's is another attempt, yet she writes as though she is the only one
who has been able to fathom the true meaning of these concepts. Of course,
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all critics must put forth their interpretations with confidence, but at the
very least it seems ironic for someone who touts the provisional so highly
and disparages the univocal to adopt the stance Wheeler does.
Stylistically, the book employs some of the jargon of contemporary
literary criticism (for example, hypostasize, hypostasization, put words under
erasure, figuration), and, surprisingly, there are several printing errors:
acounts for accounts, embiguous for ambiguous, vrtually for virtually, and
phiolosophers for philosophers. But these matters pale in comparison to a
blatantly annoying use of she, her, and herself following neutral antecedents.
For Wheeler, the reader, the critic, and the poet are all feminine. It is true
that on a few occasions Wheeler attempts to give an option for the gender
of the antecedent, but the result simply exacerbates a problem that could be
solved more easily by using a plural pronoun and antecedent. For example,
in one instance a single antecedent is followed by two pronouns of different
gender: "irony helps the poet to have control over his material, protects her
from losing herself in the work, thereby protecting from sentimentalizing
and empty idealizing" (36). One might also ask who or what is being
protected. Additionally, in another paragraph Wheeler uses the plural noun
readers in one instance, but only after a sentence in which she has used the
singular reader followed by her. Similar shifts occur elsewhere in the text.
Finally, on several .occasions the singular antecedent is followed by s/he. Of
course, the sA>e construaions are nominative whereas the her or herself
constructions are either objective, possessive, or reflexive, but the use of s/he
simply calls attention to itself and contributes to a general inconsistent use
of pronouns. More significantly. Wheeler's apparent effort to avoid so-called
non-sexist language actually results in more blatantly obvious sexist language,
a sort of reverse sexism, that suggests her concerns have more of a social and
political edge than a grammatical or linguistic one, and those concerns spill
over into the presentation itself.
Perhaps the most telling statement that a special-interest agenda informs
the book appears at the beginning of the last paragraph of the last chapter:
"If we play the games of literature and life with all the imaginativeness
available to us, instead of bowing and nodding to repressive traditions and
familiar constraints, the results will often be something far more humane
than what we now call responsible, serious behaviour, which too often is a
facade for the grossest forms of patriarchy, egotism, and the shoring up of
entrenched attitudes" (238). If there had been any doubt previously, it now
becomes clear that Wheeler's smdy has as much to do with pursuing a social
and political agenda as it does with clarifying romanticism, pragmatism, or
deconstruction. The bottom line, therefore, seems to be that readers
predisposed toward deconstruction and those who see criticism as a tool for
engendering political and/or social issues relating to oppression will find the
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book appealing, while those who do not share such views will find little in
the book to help them expand their understanding of the three movements.
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